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What was the challenge?
Cancer is a persistent medical threat, with
case numbers steadily increasing not only
in Austria but also globally. Yet, it is a topic
only seldom or awkwardly discussed and
afflicted with many false preconceptions.
Patients are reduced to being (fatally) ill,
are either looking too healthy to be taken
seriously or looking too ill to have enjoyable
conversations with. Friends and family
are constantly suffering, but it’s highly
scandalous if they try to vent about their
situation. Doctors are too busy or cocky to
be interested in their patient’s fates and
view them only as numbers. And finally,
pharma researchers are only interested in
making money and don’t care about the
people suffering from the disease.
What was the solution?
On behalf of our client Roche Austria, we
created the awareness initiative Blickpunkt
Krebs to help overcome these and many
more preconceptions regarding cancer, and
all the people suffering from and being
involved with cancer.
The centerpiece of Blickpunkt Krebs is a
travelling exhibition that allows patients,
their friends and families, as well as
doctors, nurses, researchers, and pharma
specialists to share their individual point of
view, their insights and their stories. The
exhibition is shown at medical conferences,
patient information events and in hospitals
in Austria. Small pamphlets provide
information about the project and its
participants. The collection of all stories
can be viewed on blickpunktkrebs.at.
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It was very important for us to make the
participation process itself a warmhearted,
respectful and appreciative experience.
To that end, every participant gets the full
attention of our photography team and
determines the focus and length of the indepth interview (from 40 to 100 mins). Once
they are 100% satisfied with the results,
their photography and story become
published as part of the exhibition.
What was the effect?
As of March 2020, Blickpunkt Krebs had
52 participants and was shown on more
than 34 occasions across Austria. Those
included public events like the Wiener and
Kärtner Krebstag, Netdoktor information
events, hospitals like the foyer of LKH
Innsbruck, and all important cancerrelated medical conferences (ÖGP, ÖGHO,
ABCSG,...).
For participants, Blickpunkt Krebs is an
impulse to reflect and/or process their
experiences and decisions related to
cancer. They feel heard and empowered by
sharing their story. Furthermore, this results
in participants encouraging other people to
participate – like doctors their patients, or
patients their relatives.
For viewers, Blickpunkt Krebs provides
inspiring insights and motivating
background stories but is also shining a
light on the struggles of everyone involved.
It helps viewers see the human behind
the cancer label and challenges them to
overcome their preconceptions. This is
further supported by the fact, that at first
glance a patient cannot be distinguished
from a doctor. Their occupation, relation
or form of cancer is only revealed if
participants shared it as part of their story.
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